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Seeing the fire repelling pearl in Yun Chujiu’s hand, the artifact spirit of the Pride of Heaven Palace was 

both shocked and angry. It was really the fire repelling pearl! ! How could this damned brat have a fire 

repelling pearl? ! 

 

 

“Little Bastard, I reckon you’ll be bored inside the pride of Heaven Palace. How fun would it be if I set 

you on fire! It’s like setting off fireworks!”Yun chujiu said with a grin. 

 

 

Setting off fireworks? Set Your Head on fire! 

 

 

If the pride of Heaven Palace was burned down, would the spirit of this item be able to move? ! 

 

 

Qi ling was terrified! 

 

 

Qi Ling finally put out the fire with great difficulty and then said in a low voice, “Stinky, Little Fairy, I’m 

just teasing you! I’ll let you out right now!” 

 

 

“HMPH!”! Have you ever heard the saying, it’s easy to invite the gods but hard to send them off! You 

want to send me off just like that? Let me tell you, even if you forcefully send me out, I will still burn 

your * sshole nest outside! No one dares to say anything wrong when I say one thing in Tianyuan 

Academy! 

 



 

You know about the trial tower, right? The little black frog in there is now very obedient under my care. 

Entering and leaving the trial tower is just like playing with it! So, if you don’t show some sincerity today, 

HMPH, we’re not done!”Yun Chujiu said arrogantly with her hands on her waist. 

 

 

Qi Ling wanted to cry but had no tears. It knew that what Yun Chujiu said was definitely true because 

this black-hearted person could think of any bad ideas. Even the golden-winged vermillion-beaked eagle 

was tricked into giving the small eagle to her! What else could she not do? ! 

 

 

“Little Fairy, what do you want?” 

 

 

“What do you want? Come out and let me beat you up First!” 

 

 

“Well, little fairy, it’s better to be famous than to meet each other. Let’s preserve some mystery!”Qi Ling 

had a spiritual heart. Unless this Qi ling was stupid, he would only go out. If he went out, it would 

definitely not be good! 

 

boxn ov el. c o m 

 

“Pah!”! You Shameless Bastard! And you even used words with me! It’s fine even if we don’t meet. 

You’ve turned my points into infinity, so that I can forever occupy the first place! “Then, you can 

compensate me with a hundred immortal items, and I Won’t Burn Your F * cking nest!” 

 

 

Qi ling was about to cry! 



 

 

The points were fine, but where could he get a hundred immortal items? 

 

 

“Little Fairy, I really don’t have an immortal item! Think about it, My Heaven’s Pride Tower is just for 

testing, there’s no reward at all, so how could I have an immortal item?” 

 

 

“If you don’t have an immortal item, then use supreme-grade spirit stones to exchange! One immortal 

item costs one million supreme-grade spirit stones, just give me one hundred million supreme-grade 

spirit stones!” 

 

 

Qi Ling almost vomited blood! 

 

 

One hundred million supreme-grade spirit stones? Why Don’t you go and Rob It! 

 

 

No, even if you rob it, you can’t get it! Do you think supreme-grade spirit stones are like cabbages? ! 

 

 

“Little Fairy, first of all, we don’t have that many supreme-grade spirit stones, and second of all, the 

Heaven’s pride roll needs supreme-grade spirit stones to operate. Please do me a favor! I’m begging 

you!”Qi Ling lost all her temper, crying and begging for mercy. 

 



 

Yun chujiu blinked her eyes. This damn qi ling made some sense. If they didn’t have top-grade spirit 

stones, The Prodigy roll wouldn’t be able to operate. At that time, old man Huangfu would probably 

strangle her to death. 

 

 

“Forget it! Forget it! I’m a kind-hearted person!” 

 

 

Qi ling heard Yun Chujiu’s words and was about to shed tears of gratitude, however, yun chujiu 

continued, “However, we don’t have immortal tools or top-grade spirit stones. Just pay with your flesh! 

Come on, let me ravage you to My Heart’s content. Then, we’ll call it even!” 

 

 

Qi Ling’s head was shaking like a rattle-drum, and he couldn’t leave even if he was beaten to death. This 

black-hearted man could even kill a newborn small eagle, so wouldn’t he torture his own Qi Ling to 

death? ! 


